
INTERNAL PARTITIONS

White RAL 9010 painted cardboard plaster.

FLOORS

Floating floors in the living room and bedrooms;
Ceramic flooring of the "Revigrés" series "Elements", Ref. "FOG" in bathrooms.
Ceramic flooring of the "Venis" series in "Bianco Carrara" style is installed in the kitchen.

DOORS

Access door for fractions, "VICAIMA" type, Portaro SBD series, with a white oil finish.
"Vicaima" "Portaro" series interior doors with a white lacquered finish in RAL 9003.
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BATHROOMS 

Plasterboard walls painted and tiled in the shower zones.
Countertop washbasins of the "Valadares" variety.
Hanging dishes of the "Sanitana" type from the white "Pop Art" series.
Sanitana "Rocks" series white showers.
"Hansgrohe" faucets and shower systems with a chrome finish.
MDF cabinets with one or two white lacquered drawers.

KITCHENS 
Ceramic tiles
Ceiling made of white water-repellent plasterboard.
Polished granite benchtop
Kitchens furnished with appliances:
Refrigerator-freezer combination
Induction cooktop
Versatile oven
Extractor hood
Microwave-compatible
Integrated dishwasher
Laundry appliances

White RAL 9003 cabinets, handleless
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BALCONIES 

Ceramic flooring of the "REVIGRÉS" type.
Metal balcony railing

OTHERS

White RAL 9003 lacquered built-in wardrobes.
A 0.90 security door is installed at the entrance to the apartment.
Motorized roller system with electrical control, made of grey aluminum blinds.
Multi-split direct expansion air conditioning system comprising indoor and outdoor units;
Sanitary Water Heating System that integrates solar technology with individual storage tanks per
apartment, supplemented by electrical resistance.
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Exterior Coatings

Concrete panel ventilated facade
Wooden slat finish facade cladding system

Textured concrete panel
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This presentation, prepared by Consfly for informational purposes
only, should not be interpreted as an offer to sell or buy, a request,
recommendation, or invitation to purchase or subscribe for any
securities. It is not meant to be the sole basis for any investment
decision but to offer essential information to potential investors.
Recipients are advised to conduct their own investigations to determine
whether to acquire the securities in question. The presentation may
contain forward-looking statements related to Consfly's investments,
strategy, and market trends. 

The statements in this document do not guarantee future performance
and are influenced by various factors, risks, and uncertainties that may
deviate from the expectations outlined here. All projections in this
document rely on information accessible to Consfly as of the
document's date. Consfly is not obligated to publicly update or modify
any forward-looking statements, unless mandated by law, in response
to new information, future events, or other reasons.

Legal disclaimer
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